
Travel Photography 
Tips  and ideas

Good sources for thoughts on travel photography

Brenda Tharp Better Photo six week course

Bob Crist at CNPA

 Book on 101 tips

Outdoor photography magazine

It’s an old- fashioned carpet bag full of:

• Dynamic Landscapes or skylines
• Architecture
• Candid shots or people:  shoot from the hip
•Night photography
•Macro shots or details
•Still Life
•Patterns
•Scenes from everyday life

• What is your goal?

• Give the viewer a sense of place

• Think like a cinematographer

• Plan as if making a book

• Vary both the content and the 
technical aspects of your shots

Professional Photographer

The likes of us:  
enthusiastic amateurs

• Good light
• Good composition
• Good focus

Normal rules of photography apply:

But include variety to keep viewer’s interest
“memory” shot or standard postcard view is 

fine, but try to go beyond that... 



Research you can do 
ahead of time 

• Read travel books in advance
• Check on the internet
• Look at online shots of places you will 

be visiting
• Check for local festivals and/or events 

for the time you will be there

We are all tourists 

We are all tourists...

And we all have cameras!
We start young!

You can’t not take this 
picture...

Memory shot 

Eiffel Tower 

watch out for the edges



Landscapes

• Framing

• foreground, middle ground, and 
background

• leading lines

• animals in their environment

• put something identifiable in landscape 
for sense of scale

Dynamic landscape



Architecture

People

Candid

Posed

Taking photos of folks 
who don’t want their 
pictures taken

To give a tip or not?



They don’t know I am 
taking the picture 

From the vaporetto... 

A question of 
scale



Your friends 
might or might 
not appreciate 

this photo taken 
in the gift shop

In Church on a hot day 
in Positano, Italy

Use different vantage 
points

four different views of 
the same scene in Hvar, 

Croatia



this one doesn’t work, 
but it was worth a try

Still Lifes 

Perfectly arranged still life in a Venice window

Vary shooting 
techniques

verticals/horizontals
Wide, establishing shot

medium shots
tight shots

details
depth of field

Point of view shots



Point of view: 
from the vehicle

Different 
horizons

Try not to have the horizon 
always dead center

Shoot from below or above  for more variety

Looking down in Dubrovnik

Depths of the sea 

High horizon in Hvar



Details
small shots which 

remind you of the place 

Taormina  

Venetian souvenirs The taste of Etna

Carpaccio details
Echoes of Roman matron on van



Zoom in and out 

Close up view 

Chimney Rock Look alike 



Take the photo any way you 
can with anything you have When you don’t have your 

camera at hand...

Through the bus 
window

through the hotel window

Scary to look out of the bus window

Site Specific 
Shots 

If you look at the photo, you will know 
where you are



tripods for sale 



Can you guess where this is?

Street in 
Hvar

Another view 
of Hvar

Twilight and the 
magic hour 

Best building shots balance light 
from 3 different sources:  light 
from the sky, streetlights and 

interior lights



HDR
handheld with high 

speed shots 
It never hurts to 

try: you can 
always toss it out.  
That is the joy of 

digital 
photography.



Festivals and 
parades

fast shutter speed



portrait in parade

Twins Day
Twinsburg, OH



What to take 
along

do you have a sherpa?

Site specific 

To quote Ralph Lee Hopkins, National 
Geographic photographer:  “If this is a 

vacation, then take only what will be fun.  If 
you enjoy being a pack mule, then by all 

means lug every last clumber of a lens that 
you’ve got.  Otherwise, less is definitely 

more.”

What do I take?  This varies according to where 
we are headed.  All gear must fit in rolling 
carryon except when I carry tripod which is 
rare.

Security wire for camera straps not necessarily a 
good idea.

Really remote places...two of somethings?
small point and shoot camera as backup?

• small 50mm 1.8 lens plus 28-300mm lens

• Nikon D700 or D300 body

• card reader

• cable to connect camera to ipad

• portable hard drive

• Giotto rocket blower, lens cloths

• camera bag with easy access



70-200mm zoom plus 1.7x 
teleconverter



Look for Patterns
or repetition

You might try for a theme...



Hypocrisy on my part because we came in on a cruise 
ship at dawn You may want to be very careful in choosing your cruise 

line.  Costa may not be your first choice!



Lost in 
translation




